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Minimalists simple to do list reminders

MinimaList - To-do List was featured on the App Store homepage. A simple application for larger problems. To-do list, reminder, checklist, task manager that helps you get things done. •MinimaList, fewer functions, More Productive intuitive lists: simple lists for complex things- Shared lists: the simplest way to share the
same list with others (Share in Safari link should be opened)- Smart input: automatically detect time in expression and set it as a reminder- Reminder: time and location-based reminders - Auto snooze: you can set a reminder auto snooze three times (you can change this more iotion Pomodoro Timer: focus with
incredible sounds - Widget today: widget today- Create and complete Cloud Sync tasks: same lists for all devices (iPhone,iPad,Mac)- TouchID/FaceID: privacy now maintained- Siri ready: Remind to go shopping on MinimaList 3pm - Custom setting: notification sounds, your font, background- Calendar Sync: Sync with
Apple calendar- iPhone supports iPad and Mac- Continuous Reminder (Notification action , tap force to tap your notification - where you break a reminder)- Supports Url Schema : To create a task: minimalist://x-callback-url/create?list=valueList&amp;content=valueContent&amp;date=yyyy-mm-
dd&amp;time=HH:mm&amp;x-success=valueCallbackto open a list: minimalist://x-callback-url/open?list=valueList(valueList is the name of the list, valueContent is the task content, valueList and valueContent url must be encoded, valueCallback is the url layout name of the callback application) MinimaList is a simple list
to solve major problems. Less is more. Terms of Use: Policy: MinimaList is free, but you can also upgrade to premium for $0.99 per month or $5.99 per year (usd price) for full access to premium features through an auto-renewal subscription. Pro account subscriptions will be charged to your credit card through your
iTunes account. Your subscription will automatically renew unless cancelled at least 24 hours before the current period. You will not be able to unsubscribe during the active period. You can manage your subscriptions in Account Settings after purchase. Any unused part of the free trial period, if offered, will be lost when
the user purchases a subscription to that publication, from running projects at work when appropriate to remembering to buy a new toothbrush on the way home, there are so many little things that need to be done every day. But the centuries-old answer to this question - the to-do list - can be a challenge in another.
Crumpled pieces of paper and semi-written lists are lost or trashed, and this does not do much for productivity or task management. Fortunately, there are many greats to bring your to-do list to the digital age Has. These apps offer high productivity features like mobile update, push notifications, and calendar integration
Aren't you sure which app makes the most sense for you? No problem. Check out a summary of six to-do lists divided by work style to find your perfect match. 1. Goal Setter: Astrid is a great way to get the train to Astrid, as if you are a to-do list novice or just keep it simple. The free web app comes with preset lists that
are easy to click and fill. Developing a task system is also easy. Just click the desired list and add the items. Users can change each list to prioritize and repeat tasks. For social to-do task managers, Astrid also provides a system for users to invite friends and assign jobs. In contrast, Astrid sends weekly completion
updates, and even the service washes out a nice complement after completing your checklist. The free version of Astrid offers mobile and desktop apps synced over the cloud. For a month of just $5, users can raise the premium, which is worth 1 GB in audio backup features, completion graphics, and attachments.
Whether it's free or paid, Astrid is a good entry point in the world of digital to-dos. 2. Minimalist: Todoist is a low-key tool for you, then Todoist is focused on getting things done without all the bells and nosses than your business style. On the surface, Todoist doesn't look like much. Her minimal white platform may look a
little nude, if not debilitive. But Todoist is really easy to fill, and offers some great features. For example, Todoist has enough power to get an almost endless list of tasks, meaning there is no data ceiling to hit. After a project is developed, it can be divided into sub-projects, which can be divided into sub-tasks. Each task
can have a deadline, and projects can be color-coded for even more organizations. A ton of work to be done? Todoist also has an intelligent overview mode that inseers urgent tasks in all projects and shows how to shake up a week. Although minimalist, Todoist has plenty of integration with other platforms. The free
version of the program adds access from mobile devices as well as Chrome, Firefox, Gmail, Outlook and Thunderbird add-ons. But if you want calendar integration, get ready to pony up to $29 a year. 3. Multitasker: Remember that one of the challenges of the Milk To Do list is actually stopping what you are doing and
adding a task to the list when it arrives. Switching to the Browser tab or a separate app can discourage instant additions. If you're that kind of person, it's time to forget about milk and adopt it. Keep in mind that Milk's free program works like a standard to-do app. Thanks to the service, users can set tasks, organize them
into lists, and receive reminders when something happens. But where Remember the Milk really separates itself is many ways to connect to it. and add-ons, you can add tasks to Remember Milk through iPhone, Android and iPad apps and underd place. In fact, you can even send a task to remember Milk via Twitter or
Siri. You can also get reminders for your tasks through almost any service, including RSS, text, and Skype. If you're keen to keep a to-do list but need to have multiple access points, remember why milk is a simple and easy way to keep everything organized. 4. Collaborationist: How easy is the Personal to-do list in
Toodledo, but what can be easy to keep about to manage a project list for a group of people or a family? A seamless platform for group tasks can be difficult, but not with Toodledo. Toodledo creates a workspace to organize projects and tasks instead of just a simple list. Users can categorize tasks by severity level,
create a customized hot list to organize tasks that already exist and track immediate concerns. But collaboration is where Toodledo stands out, allowing users to invite others to the workspace instead of sharing tasks or projects. The result is a common area where a group can list all to-dos instead of assigning them
between different fields. 5. Cloud Champion: Wunderlist Love cloud? Then you will love Wunderlist, the free to-do list service available on Mac, Windows, Linux and all smartphones. Users can develop their own list through Wunderlist's web app or desktop app. Then, by clicking the sync button, Wunderlist automatically
updates all lists on all devices, which the app is in. Therefore, all tasks updated through your phone are sent to your tablet and computer without difficulty. Users also share lists over the cloud, allowing your friends to access tasks with an easy and secure URL. If you're constantly switching between different devices or
spending a lot of time on the road, Wunderlist helps you keep all your tasks organized wherever you are. 6. Kitchen Sink: Workflowy Maybe a simple to-do list doesn't just do it for you. If you're a person who fills laptops and notebooks with ideas, projects, goals, and brainstorms, you should take over Workflowy. Think of it
as a long, continuous outline. Users simply drop out of different sections and then fill them with tasks, subt tasks, and so on. Unlike other outline services, Workflowy allows users to narrow down each list and focus on the task at hand. Each completed task can also be transferred to the permanent archive of action items,
and nothing is lost. Chapter task list, part brainstorming playground, Workflowy is ideal for those who want to write absolutely everything. What's your favorite to-do list? Let us know for comment. Image courtesy of iStockphoto, malerapaso 2.8.9 November 16, 2020 (old widget lost, please restart iPhone, then add
customized widget again)- fix errors 2.8.8 November 6, 2020 (old widget disappeared, please restart iPhone, then add re-customizewidget)- optimized for iPhone 12 and 12 Pro- Fix optimized fix for iPhone 12 and 12 Pro and font color 2.8.7 November 5, 2020 (old widget lost, please restart iPhone, then customize widget
in add again)- fix errors- optimized for iPhone 12 - add widget background and ability to change font color 2.8.6 November 3, 2020 (old widget lost, please restart iPhone, then add customized widget again)- Fix errors optimized for iPhone 12 &amp; 12 Pro- add widget background and font color change ability 2.8.5
October 26 , 2020 (old widget lost, please restart iPhone, re-customize for iPhone 12 &amp; 12 Pro)- iPhone 12 &amp; Optimize for 12 Pro - add widget background and font color change feature - optimize errors for October 2.8.4, 22,2020 - iPhone 12 &amp; 12 Pro - widget's background and font color change feature
2.8.3 October 2020 - added iOS 10 , 2020 - added iOS 14 Home Screen widgets (widgets!! Important!! If you have not seen OLD widgets that can add tasks, you need to restart iPhone and add custom widgets again in widget view. ) - iOS 14- hotfix errors 2.8.2 optimized for October 4, 2020 - added iOS 14 Home
widgets (!! Important!! If you have not seen OLD widgets that can add tasks, you need to restart iPhone and add custom widgets again in widget view. ) - iOS 14- hotfix errors 2.8.1 optimized for October 3, 2020 - added iOS 14 Home widgets (!! Important!! If you have not seen OLD widgets that can add tasks, you need
to restart iPhone and add custom widgets again in widget view. ) - optimized for iOS 14- fix errors 2.8 October 1, 2020 - iOS 14 Home screen widgets added - iOS 14 optimized-fix errors September 2.7.10, 2020 - fixed errors 2.7.8 August 25, 2020 Fixed widget errors. 2.7.7 August 21, 2020 Some errors have been fixed.
2.7.6 August 2, 2020 - Fixed some bugs We are preparing for new iOS, send us feedback or request so we can work on it. 2.7.5 May 24, 2020 - Fix some errors- Add support for Portuguese 2.7.4 April 24, 2020 - Bring support for iOS in 10- Priority added to monitor app- Some errors 2.7.3 April 23, 2020 - Added priority to
monitor application - Fixed some bugs 2.7.2 April 16, 2020 Fixed. Added an hour complication. 2.7.1 March 7, 2020 Some errors have been fixed. March 2.7, 2020 - Fixing some errors- Fixed timer statistics- Fixed iPad floating keyboard error- Minor improvements 2.6.7 February 2020 Several errors and improved stability
fixed. Added the option to always show list name (on setting - more options) November 2.6.6, 2019 - Added manuscript entry for the Watch app- Added spotlight search support- Some bugs fixed Do you know that a review in the app store is a big move to support us? Thank you for your support. 2.6.5 November 17,
2019 - Support for iPad keyboard shortcut (Tap the CMD button)- Minor improvement 2.6.4 October 22, 2019 Fixed errors. Error. Error.
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